Coram Deo

D          G/D          D          G          A

D                 G/D          D                G  A

D                      G/D   D                G  A

Moment by moment, grace after grace

Bm Bm/A  D/F#  G       D/F#  C       A

O—pen——ly, honestly before Your loving face.

D                 G          D          G          A

D                 G          D          G          A

Living before You, day after day

Bm Bm/A  G   D/F#  Em   A   D

All of my life embraced in Your holy gaze

Cadd9  G/B  D

Coram De———o, Coram De———o

Bm Bm/A  G   D/F#  Em   A   D   G/D  D  G/D

All of my life embraced in Your holy gaze